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About this report

3. Producing the Amadeus
CS Report
More than 30 people representing some
15 business units within Amadeus have
been directly involved to define and shape
the content of the Amadeus Corporate
Sustainability Report. The scheme below
illustrates the process followed in the
production of this report:
Regarding the data gathering process and
scope of the report, we have balanced the
materiality of the information on one side
and the effort of collecting the data on the
other. As a result, in some cases we have
not covered 100% of the business scope.
For example, for environmental reporting
of our operations we have gathered data

from the top 10 Amadeus sites worldwide
and we estimate that these include more
than 80% of the total energy and natural
resource consumption of the Amadeus
group of companies worldwide. In any case,
the scope of the data is explained for each
case either in the body of the document or
through references or footnotes.

Amadeus performance in 2012. In addition
to these publications, other documents
provide further insight into Amadeus’
business activity:
>	Amadeus Corporate Governance
Annual Report.

4. Amadeus external reporting

>	
Quarterly
results
announcements,
Annual accounts and the Directors’
Report (annexed to the Annual accounts).

Amadeus external reporting aims at
ensuring clear communication, as well as
transparency in relation to the company’s
performance. The Amadeus Corporate
Sustainability Report is released at the
same time as the Amadeus Annual Report
2012. These reports complement each
other and together provide a full picture of

>	Extensive information about Amadeus
can be found at http://www.investors.
amadeus.com. Through the Investor
Relations Department, the company
maintains dialogue with the financial
community, including analysts, current
and potential investors (both large
institutional and minority shareholders),

debt holders, credit rating agencies and
other market constituencies such as
the Spanish stock market regulator (the
CNMV(23)). Investors Relations’ key role is
to increase Amadeus’ visibility in capital
markets, at the same time as keeping the
different parties informed of the most
relevant news for the company and the
industry, the competitive dynamics and
the operating and financial performance
of the company.
>	Updates to our blogs and social media
on www.amadeus.com offer additional
information on Amadeus news.
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The Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores (CNMV) is the agency in charge of supervising and inspecting the Spanish Stock Markets and the activities of all the participants in those markets.
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